MODULAR POOL

MAXIMUM ADAPTABILITY
- Movable pool floor
- Underwater treadmill
- Underwater bicycle
- Lights
- Camera’s
- Counter current
- Underwater massage
- Obstacle course

EASY ASSEMBLY
- No heavy lifting. Parts carried in by hand, fit through normal door.
- Bolted construction. No welding on site.

FULLY MODULAR
- All our systems are made to order: any size shape or depth

QUALIFICATIONS
- Certified as Class I Medical Device (MDD)
- ISO 9001:2008 Certified manufacturer
- ISO 13485:2012 Qualified supplier

Additional advantages
- Ready for use in 2 weeks
- Optimal water hygiene
- Single point of contact
- Better than concrete
- No toxic fluids
- 800+ projects worldwide
- 80% recyclable materials
- 25+ years lifespan

EWAC Medical
Dulleweg 18
1721 CT Langedijk
The Netherlands

+31 226 313 457
medical@ewac.nl
www.ewacmedical.com
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